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General Structure 
 
 Advice about divorce, DR and litigation processes etc, if relevant 
 List Assets and Liabilities (shove in Coghlan for super and s79/90SM plus Kowaliw 

and Kowaliw (1981) for deducting liabilities from total as they are shared by parties). 
 Stanford 4 stage approach. 
 Is it just and equitable to make an order? 
 S79 Contributions: 

Can’t start at 50-50: Mallett 
Can do any approach, either global or asset: Norbis, give reason for which approach 

 Super asset pool: Coghlan- says follow same approach as Stanford for super 
 If relevant talk about 3rd party here of before spousal maintenance 
 S75(2)/90SF(3) factors: if relevant. And Additional Factors of s79/90SM(4)(d)-(g) 

(include Child Support here) 
Is there an adjustment, what is it and why? 

 Spousal Maintenance 
 Conclusion: 

What does this mean in practical terms, what are the options? 
What is total number and/or % of split 
Is this order just and equitable? 

 
NB: Family Law Act 1975 
NB: Child Support: s79(4)(g) and s75(2)(na) are same because latter relevant spousal 
maintenance while former for property adjustment. (If look at it in property adjustment don’t 
need to look at it twice). 
Look at the section when considering outgoings of party paying Child Support, a factor to 
mention if one party is liable for or is paying CS and considering property or maintenance 
amounts. 
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Courts 
Family Court of Australia 

- Established by FLA, a Ch III court 
- Specialist in family law 
- Structure: 

 General Division 
 Appeal Division: Can be single judge or Full Court hears appeals 
 Decisions of Full Court can be appealed to HCA by special leave or with 

certificate of Full Court (s95 FLA) 
- FCA deals with more complex matters including: 

 For Financial Cases- if case involves multiple parties, valuation of complex 
interests in trust or corporate structures or issues with superannuation 

- For financial orders are required under pre-action protocols to attend a conference 
under s79(9)/90SM(9) 

Federal Circuit Court of Australia 
- Not specialist in family law but major caseload of FL 
- Ch III court 
- Appeals of FCCA decisions goes to Family Court (s94AAA FLA) 
- Majority of family law applications are filed in FCCA due to allocation of resources 

changed in 2006, more judges in FCCA 
- All other matters filed in FCCA- less complex matters likely decided quickly 

Dispute Resolution Requirements: 
- S10H FLA confidentiality of communications in FDR- confidential unless authorised 

under this section 
- S10J admissibility of communications in FDR- anything said or admission made in 

FDR or with FDR practitioner is not admissible in any court as evidence.  
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Grounds/Process of Divorce 
 

- Only 1 ground for divorce: s48(1) FLA: ‘marriage broken down irretrievably’ 
- Establish s48(1) outlined in s48(2): lived separately and apart for continuous 12 

months preceding the filing of divorce papers. 
- S48(3): divorce order not made if court satisfied that there is a reasonable likelihood 

of cohabitation being resumed. 
- Definition for separation: s49 

(1) allows one party to end the marriage 
(2) separated and to have lived separately and apart even if continue to reside in same 
residence 
subjective intention to separate= legal test. Compare state of relationship before and 
after separation. 

- S50(1): To encourage reconciliation can live together for 1 period of up to 3 months 
and the period before when separated will count towards the 12 month total 

S44FLA: 
 Apply for property order must file application within 12 months of the date your 

divorce became final. May file as soon as separated, don’t need to be divorced 
 If in de facto must file property order within 2 years of breakdown of that relationship 

 
No Fault Divorce Policy 
Also see grounds for divorce.  
Allows one party to end relationship. Means spouse asking for divorce doesn’t need to prove 
that other spouse did something wrong, conduct of parties contributing to causing marriage 
breakdown are not considered by the court.  
Only allows for attempts for reconciliation by 12 month separation period. FLA established 
this principle through the ground of divorce. 
The effects of this is that no spouse will be favoured over the other when comes to property 
settlement or child support on the grounds of ‘fault’ for breakdown. 
Rationale- decrease stress and hostility of divorce eg unnecessary character assassination. To 
encourage ADR and make it easier for former spouses to maintain civil relations where 
children are involved. 
Is an underlying sense of fault resulting in less generous outcomes for victims of family 
violence where entitlement for being able to exit marriage was traded for property 
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De Facto Relationship Requirements 
 

- De Facto= s4AA FLA 
(1) a person is in a de facto relationship with another person if … not married, not 
family and (c) having regard to all the circumstances of their relationship, they have a 
relationship as a couple living together on a genuine domestic basis. 
(2) Those circumstances may include any or all of the following: 
(a)  the duration of the relationship;  duration not necessarily linear. Dahl & 
Hamblin: can aggregate multiple periods of time together for 2yr FLA application eg 
1994-1998; 2008-9. 
(b)  the nature and extent of their common residence;  living together core to 
definition. Doesn’t need to cohabitate 24/7. Jonah & White: look to the nature of the 
union. 
(c)  whether a sexual relationship exists;  possible for an affair or secret relationship 
to be a de facto but evidence of intermingled life (eg finances) is necessary 
(d)  the degree of financial dependence or interdependence, and any arrangements for 
financial support, between them; 
(e)  the ownership, use and acquisition of their property; 
(f)  the degree of mutual commitment to a shared life; 
(g)  whether the relationship is or was registered under a prescribed law of a State or 
Territory as a prescribed kind of relationship; 
(h)  the care and support of children; 
(i)  the reputation and public aspects of the relationship. 
 non-exhaustive. No single factor definitive of df relationship. 
(5) (a) de fact exists between 2 persons of different and same sex 
(b) can exist even if one of the de facto is legally married to someone else or in 
another de facto relationship 

- S90SB FLA requirements of de facto relationship needs to be fulfilled before property 
regime will apply- est jurisdiction 

- S90SB: A court may make an order under s90SE, SG, SM or L in relation to a de 
facto only if the court is satisfied: (a) that the period, or total periods, of the df rela is 
at least 2 years OR (b) that there is a child of the df rela OR (c) that (i) the party to the 
df rela who applies for the order or declaration made substantial contributions under 
s90SM(4)(a)(b) or (c) AND (ii) a failure to make the order would result in serious 
injustice to the applicant OR (d) the relationship is or was registered under state law.  

- Onus on applicant to show de facto relationship existed: Taisha & Page and Anor 
[2012] 

 Step 1: show a de facto under s4AA 
Step 2: Ensure s90SB requirements are satisfied to show jurisdiction to make a 
property order 
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Cases: 
Moby & Schulter: 

- FACTS: Moby de facto with Schulter for 2002-9. Lived in the same house for a little 
while, on and off until she (Moby) moved out and relationship broke down. 
Schulter lived in own home, had daughter from previous relationship with him for 2 
weeks out of every 4. Moby stayed a couple of times a week until 2007. Moby moved 
to a rental property in 2007 that was leased and paid for by Schulter- he stayed there 
when daughter not with him.  

- HELD- living together has no time limit or proportion.  
If not living together for any time then not living together.  
Therefore no need for full time because if can be in other relationships and de facto 
(as statute says) then it follows that wouldn’t require full time to be in relationship.  

- Question of de facto depends on circumstances of the case. 
Jonah & White: 

- FACTS: Jonah applicant sought de facto between 1996-2009. White claimed it was an 
affair. White married to his wife at time. Relationship as secret and maintained 
separate homes and households. Some financial support by White to Jonah. 
Trial judge accepted that parties spent 2/3 nights together every couple of weeks but 
Held s4AA requirements not fulfilled. 

- APPEAL HELD: no de facto relationship 
“exclusive relationship” except for White’s few one night stands and his wife- 
s4AA(5)(b) exclusivity not an element of de facto. 
Not living together on genuine domestic basis—manifestation of coupledom. 
Issue of living together not duration but nature of the union- merger of two individual 
lives into life as a couple. 

- Eg. Of why not de facto: households distinct; no relationship with respondent’s 
children; clandestine relationship; respondent’s emphasis to applicant that he would 
choose his wife and family over applicant; finances largely separate   

Sinclair & Hatcher:  
- FACTS: 5 year relationship, had children together but never lived together, no shared 

finances.  
- HELD- never lived together on a genuine domestic basis 

Keene & Scofield: 
- HELD- 6 year relationship between couple lived in adjoining properties and 

socialised together but did not share finances did not qualify as de facto. 
- Degree of emotional entanglement is not sufficient 

 
  


